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THE ABELIAN/NONABELIAN CORRESPONDENCE AND
FROBENIUS MANIFOLDS
IONUT¸ CIOCAN-FONTANINE, BUMSIG KIM, AND CLAUDE SABBAH
Abstract. We propose an approach via Frobenius manifolds to the study
(began in [BCK2]) of the relation between rational Gromov-Witten invariants
of nonabelian quotients X//G and those of the corresponding “abelianized”
quotients X//T, for T a maximal torus in G. The ensuing conjecture expresses
the Gromov-Witten potential of X//G in terms of the potential of X//T. We
prove this conjecture when the nonabelian quotients are partial flag manifolds.
1. Introduction
1.1. The paper [BCK2] conjectures a correspondence between the genus zero Gro-
mov-Witten invariants of nonsingular projective GIT quotients X//G and X//T,
for G a complex reductive Lie group with a linearized action on a projective man-
ifold X and T a maximal torus in G. The correspondence expresses (descendant)
Gromov-Witten invariants ofX//G in terms of Gromov-Witten invariants of X//T
twisted by (the top Chern class of) a certain decomposable vector bundle on X//T.
Our main goal in this paper is to give a natural reformulation of the correspon-
dence in terms of the Frobenius structures describing the (big) quantum cohomology
rings QH∗(X//G,C) and QH∗(X//T,C). This is accomplished in section 3. To
explain it, recall that a given cohomology class σ ∈ H∗(X//G) can be lifted to a
class σ˜ (of the same degree) in the Weyl group invariant subspace H∗(X//T)W.
Such a lift is not unique, however, if ω is the fundamental W-anti-invariant class,
then σ˜ ∪ ω is uniquely determined by σ. Moreover, by results of Ellingsrud and
Strømme when X = PN , and later Martin in full generality, this identification
respects cup products:
( ˜σ ∪X//G σ′) ∪ ω = σ˜ ∪ (σ˜
′ ∪ ω) ∈ H∗(X//T).
A naive guess might be that the identification respects quantum products as well,
that is,
( ˜σ ⋆X//G σ′) ∪ ω = σ˜ ⋆X//T (σ˜
′ ∪ ω),
after an appropriate specialization of quantum parameters. Indeed, as shown in
[BCK1], Theorem 2.5, this is the case for small quantum products when X//G is
a Grassmannian. At the level of Gromov-Witten invariants, this would translate
into an appealing identity of the form
(1.1.1) 〈σ1, σ2 . . . , σn−1, σn〉
X//G
0,n,β = ±
∑
β˜ 7→β
〈σ˜1, . . . , σ˜n−2, σ˜n−1 ∪ ω, σ˜n ∪ ω〉
X//T
0,n,β˜
.
It is not hard to convince oneself, however, that this fails for big quantum coho-
mology (already for the Grassmannian Grass(2, 4)), and that it has no reason to
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be true in general even for small quantum cohomology. Instead, we conjecture a
generalization to quantum cohomology as follows:
Fix a lifting •˜ of H∗(X//G) to a subspace U ⊂ H∗(X//T)W. Let {ti} be the
coordinates on H∗(X//G), corresponding to a choice of basis, and let {t˜i} be the
coordinates on U corresponding to the lifted basis. Let N(X//G) and N(X//T)
be the Novikov rings for the two quotients.
The quantum product in QH∗(X//G,C) is a N(X//G)[[t]]-linear product on
H∗(X//G,C)⊗CN(X//G)[[t]], while the quantum product in QH∗(X//T,C) is a
N(X//T)[[t˜, y]]-linear product on H∗(X//T,C)⊗C N(X//T)[[t˜, y]], where (t˜, y) is
an extension of t˜ to coordinates on the entire H∗(X//T,C).
There is a natural specialization of Novikov variables p : N(X//T)→ N(X//G)
which takes into account that there are more curve classes on X//T. We denote
by “⋆” the quantum product on X//T with the Novikov variables specialized via
p. Given σ, σ′ ∈ H∗(X//G), there are classes ξ, ξ′ ∈ U ⊗CN(X//G)[[ t˜ ]], uniquely
determined by ξ⋆ω = σ˜ ∪ ω and ξ′⋆ω = σ˜′ ∪ ω respectively.
Conjecture. There is an equality(
( ˜σ ⋆X//G σ′) ∪ ω
)
(t) = ξ ⋆ ξ′ ⋆ ω (t˜, 0) = (ξ ⋆ (σ˜′ ∪ ω)) (t˜, 0),
after an explicit change of variable t˜ = t˜(t).
At the level of Gromov-Witten invariants, the Conjecture says that the right-
hand side of the naive formula (1.1.1) receives a correction term which is a sum of
products of invariants of X//T of the same type (see the Appendix for a discussion
and some examples).
We should warn the reader that the above formulation is a translation of the
actual Conjecture 3.7.1 in the body of the paper, which is stated in the conceptual
framework of Frobenius structures. It is in this framework that one is naturally
lead to the conjecture. Indeed, if N is the formal germ of the affine space over
N(X//G) associated to the subspace U , the general machinery of the infinitesimal
period mapping in the theory of Frobenius-Saito structures (see e.g., [Sab]) gives
a canonical Frobenius manifold structure on N . It is induced by the primitive
homogeneous section ω of the (trivial) bundle with fiber the anti-invariant subspace
H∗(X//T)a over N , together with the restriction to this bundle (in an appropriate
sense) of the Frobenius structure on H∗(X//T). Our conjecture says that this new
Frobenius manifold is identified with the Frobenius manifold given by the Gromov-
Witten theory of X//G. The new flat metric ωg on the sheaf ΘN of vector fields
satisfies
ωg(σ˜, σ˜′) = g(σ˜ ⋆ ω, σ˜′ ⋆ ω).
It follows that the coordinates {t˜i} on N provided by lifting are not flat for the new
Frobenius structure, or, equivalently, the liftings σ˜ are not horizontal vector fields.
The vector fields ξ, ξ′ appearing in the statement of the conjecture are precisely
the horizontal vector fields corresponding to σ, σ′ under the identification of flat
coordinates of Frobenius structures. This identification of coordinates is the change
variable t˜ = t˜(t).
In fact, we treat a more general situation in §3, by considering the equivariant
Gromov-Witten theories in the presence of compatible actions of an additional torus
S on X//G and X//T. The corresponding Frobenius structures are more general
than the ones considered in [Sab], as they lack an Euler vector field. However, a
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suitable modification of the notion of Euler vector field allows the application of the
theory of infinitesimal period mappings in this case as well. We give an exposition
of the relevant facts in §2.2–2.3.
This generalization is needed in §4, where we prove, by using reconstruction
theorems for Gromov-Witten invariants (extended to the equivariant setting), that
the conjecture above can be reduced in many cases to the abelian/nonabelian cor-
respondence for small J-functions from [BCK2]. In particular, the following result
is obtained:
Theorem. Let Fl = Fl(k1, . . . , kr, n) be the flag manifold parameterizing flags of
subspaces {Ck1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ckr ⊂ Cn}, viewed as a GIT quotient Pl//G for appropriate
l,G. Denote by Y the toric variety which is the corresponding abelian quotient
Pl//T (cf. [BCK2]). Then the conjecture is true for the pair (Fl, Y ).
The Theorem implies that the genus zero Gromov-Witten invariants of a flag
manifold (with any number of insertions) can be expressed in terms of Gromov-
Witten invariants of the associated toric variety Y . In an appendix we write down
explicit formulae in the simplest case of the Grassmannian Grass(k, n), for which
the abelian quotient is the product of k copies of Pn−1.
In section 5, we obtain an equivalent formulation (5.3.4) of the conjecture in
terms of (big) J-functions of X//T and X//G. It generalizes Conjecture 4.3 of
[BCK2] and, by the above theorem, it holds for type A flag manifolds.
Finally, in section 6 we extend the abelian/nonabelian correspondence to include
Gromov-Witten invariants with an additional twist by homogeneous vector bundles.
As an application, we describe the J-function of a generalized flag manifold for a
simple complex Lie group of type B, C, or D as the twisted J-function of the
abelianization of the corresponding flag manifold of type A.
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during a visit by Ciocan-Fontanine to KIAS, whose support and hospitality are
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10870-0. Kim thanks staffs at E´cole Polytechnique for their warm hospitality during
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during his visit.
2. Preliminaries on Frobenius structures
2.1. Formal Frobenius manifolds from Gromov-Witten theory. Let R be a
C-algebra and let K be a free R-module of rank m. We think of K as the affine m-
space over R (precisely, the spectrum of the symmetric algebra of the dual module).
LetM := Spf(R[[K∨]]) be the formal completion of K at the origin. M is a formal
manifold over R. We denote by ΘM its formal relative tangent sheaf over R. Note
that it is canonically identified with K ⊗R OM .
Definition 2.1.1. The data (M,⋆, g, e,E) is called a (conformal, even) formal
Frobenius manifold over R if the following properties hold:
• g is an R - linear, nondegenerate pairing such that its metric connection ∇
is flat
• ⋆ is an R - linear, associative, commutative product on ΘM
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• e is a formal vector field on M over R which is the identity for the product
⋆, and such that ∇e = 0
• ∇c is symmetric, where the tensor c is defined by c(u, v, w) = g(u ⋆ v, w)
• E is a formal vector field on M over R satisfying
LE(g) = Dg, LE(⋆) = ⋆, LE(e) = −e,
where LE denotes the Lie derivative and D ∈ C is a constant.
The fourth condition implies that there is a formal function F onM (the potential
of the Frobenius manifold) such that the tensor c is given by the third derivatives
of F in flat coordinates, and then associativity of ⋆ translates into the WDVV
equations for F . The vector field E is called an Euler vector field.
We recall here the formal Frobenius manifold structures determined by the genus
zero GW-theories (ordinary and equivariant) of a projective manifold endowed with
an action of an algebraic complex torus S ∼= (C∗)ℓ. Detailed expositions can be
found in [LP2] or [Man], to which we refer the reader.
Let Y be a smooth projective variety over C. We assume for simplicity that
H2(Y,Z) is torsion-free and that the odd cohomology H2∗+1(Y,C) vanishes. We
denote by N(Y ) the Novikov ring of Y . It can be described as the C-algebra of
“power series” {
∑
β∈NE1
cβQ
β|cβ ∈ C}, where NE1 ⊂ H2(Y,Z) is the semigroup
of effective curve classes.
The genus zero Gromov-Witten theory of Y determines a formal Frobenius man-
ifold over R = N(Y ). We take
K = N(Y )⊗C H
∗(Y,C),
so that M = Spf(N(Y )[[K∨]]). The metric g is given by the intersection pairing:
g(γ, γ′) =
∫
Y
γ ∪ γ′.
Let {1 = γ0, γ1, . . . , γr, γr+1, . . . , γm−1} be a basis of H
∗(Y,C) consisting of integral
homogeneous classes, such that γ1, . . . , γr form a basis of H
2. We write σ =
∑
tiγi
for a general cohomology class on Y . The functions ti give flat coordinates on M .
A potential function is defined using the genus zero Gromov-Witten invariants of
Y
F (Q, t) :=
∑
β∈NE1
∑
n≥0
Qβ
1
n!
〈σ, . . . , σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
〉0,n,β,
where the unstable terms with β = 0, n ≤ 2 are omitted in the sum. The tensor c
is given in flat coordinates by
cijk = ∂ti∂tj∂tkF
and the product ⋆ is called the big quantum product. The unit vector field e is given
by the class γ0 = 1.
The following notation is customary:
〈〈σ1, . . . , σr〉〉 =
∑
β∈NE1
∑
n
Qβ
1
n!
〈σ1, . . . , σr, σ, . . . σ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
〉0,n+r,β ,
where σj ∈ H
∗(Y,C) are given cohomology classes and σ =
∑
tiγi is the general
element in H∗(Y,C) (so that 〈〈 〉〉 = F ). We extend this double bracket OM -
linearly to general vector fields σ1, . . . , σr. It is easy to see that for any vector field
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ξ we have
∇ξ(F ) = 〈〈ξ〉〉.
In particular, since ∇∂ti∂tj = 0, the quantum product can be written in our chosen
basis
γi ⋆ γj =
∑
k
〈〈γi, γj , γk〉〉γ
∨
k
where γ∨k =
∑
l g
klγl with (g
kl) the inverse matrix of the metric g.
The divisor axiom for Gromov-Witten invariants implies that the Gromov-Witten
potential has the special form
F = Fcl +
∑
β∈NE1,β 6=0
Qβeβ·tsmallFβ ,(2.1.1)
with Fcl a cubic polynomial in the ti’s and Fβ ∈ C[[tr+1, . . . , tm−1]] formal power
series in the non-divisorial coordinates. Here we use the notation β · tsmall for the
intersection index of β with the general H2-class,
β · tsmall :=
∫
β
r∑
i=1
tiγi.
We will also use the notation Fq for F − Fcl.
Assume now that Y is acted upon by the torus S ∼= (C∗)ℓ. The equivariant
cohomology H∗
S
(Y,C) is a module over the polynomial ring
H∗
S
(pt) = H∗(BS) ∼= C[λ1, ..., λℓ],
and it is in fact a free module by [Gin]. Taking
R = N(Y )[λ] := N(Y )⊗C C[λ1, ..., λℓ]
and
KS = R⊗C[λ1,...,λℓ] H
∗
S
(Y,C)
we get similarly a formal Frobenius manifold over R. The metric g is now given
by the (C[λ1, ..., λℓ]-valued) equivariant intersection pairing, while in F the GW-
invariants are replaced by their S-equivariant counterparts. The unit vector field
and equivariant big quantum product are obtained analogously.
Localization with respect to S determines yet another Frobenius structure. Con-
sider the localization of H∗(BS), i.e., the field of fractions C(λ1, . . . , λℓ), and set
N(Y )[λ](λ) = N(Y )⊗C C(λ1, . . . , λℓ)
K∗
S
= N(Y )[λ](λ) ⊗N(Y ) KS.
Taking M = Spf(N(Y )[λ](λ)[[K
∗∨
S
]]) with the localized equivariant metric, poten-
tial function, and unit vector field determines a formal Frobenius manifold over
N(Y )[λ](λ)(in other words, we simply consider the Frobenius structure induced by
base change via N(Y )→ N(Y )[λ](λ)).
In both the equivariant and localized equivariant cases the potential function in
flat coordinates t has the special form (2.1.1), with Fβ ∈ C[λ][[tr+1, . . . , tm−1]].
Finally, we discuss the Euler vector fields. The Frobenius manifold defined by
the (nonequivariant) Gromov-Witten theory of Y is conformal: the Euler vector
field (with D = 2− dim(Y )) is explicitly
E =
m−1∑
i=0
(1 −
cdegγi
2
)ti∂ti + c1(TY ).
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Here “cdeg” is the cohomological degree.
Consider the S-equivariant version of this vector field
E =
m−1∑
i=0
(1−
cdegγi
2
)ti∂ti + c
S
1 (TY )
with γi’s now forming a basis ofH
∗
S
(Y,C) overH∗(BS). E does not give a conformal
structure (because equivariant Gromov-Witten invariants do not satisfy a dimension
constraint). Nevertheless, we consider a variant of the Euler vector field in this
context as well, by relaxing the requirement of linearity over N(Y ) ⊗ C[λ] and
will define below an Euler vector field ES as an N(Y )-derivation on OM (that is,
an N(Y )-derivation of K∨
S
into itself). The flat coordinates {ti}, together with
{λ1, . . . , λℓ} form a coordinate system on M over Spec(N(Y )). Therefore
ES :=
ℓ∑
i=1
λi∂λi
is a well-defined “absolute” vector field (i.e., N(Y )-linear derivation) and acts by
Lie bracket on the relative vector fields ΘM . Put
ES := E+ ES.
If η ∈ ΘM is any relative vector field, then the commutator [ES, η] is also in ΘM .
Hence Lie derivatives of tensors on ΘM are well defined. The vector field ES will
still satisfy the conditions in Definition 2.1.1, again with D = 2 − dim(Y ). The
same ES will be used for the localized structure as well.
We have
LES(∂ti) = (−1 +
cdegγi
2
)∂ti , LES(λi) = λi, LES(F ) = (3− dim(Y ))F.
2.2. S-Equivariant Frobenius manifolds over R. We extend the construction
of Frobenius manifold through an infinitesimal period mapping to the previous
setting. Let M be as above, with OM = R[[K
∗∨
S
]] and R = N(Y )[λ] or R =
N [Y ][λ](λ). Let E be a free OM -module of finite rank. An S-conformal connection
on E consists of a pair ∇˜ = (∇, ∇˜ES), where ∇ is an R-connection on E and ∇˜ES
is a N(Y )-linear derivation satisfying ∇˜ES(ϕe) = LES(ϕ)e + ϕ∇˜ESe for any e ∈ E
and ϕ ∈ OM . We say that ∇˜ is flat if ∇ is flat and for any vector field ξ ∈ ΘM ,
[∇˜ES ,∇ξ] = ∇[ES,ξ]. In coordinates (ti) defined from an N(Y )-basis of K, the
previous condition is equivalent to the pairwise commutation of the operators ∇∂ti
and ∇˜ES . Such a connection ∇˜ extends in a natural way to a similar object on
homOM (E,E).
An S-equivariant pre-Saito structure (M,E, ∇˜,Φ, R0, g) of weight w over M
consists of
• a free OM -module E of finite rank with a flat S-conformal connection ∇˜,
• OM -linear morphisms Φ : ΘM ⊗OM E → E and R0 : E → E,
• an OM -bilinear form g on E,
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satisfying, when expressed in coordinates (ti), the following relations for all i, j:
∇∂ti (Φ∂tj ) = ∇∂tj (Φ∂ti ), [Φ∂ti ,Φ∂tj ] = 0, [R0,Φ∂ti ] = 0,
Φ∂ti − ∇˜ES(Φ∂ti ) +∇∂ti (R0) = 0,
∇(g) = 0, ∇˜ES(g) = −wg, Φ
∗
∂ti
= Φ∂ti , R
∗
0 = R0,
where ∗ means taking the g-adjoint and ∇˜ES(g) is defined as usual by the formula
∇˜ES(g)(ξ, η) = LES
(
g(ξ, η)
)
− g(∇˜ESξ, η)− g(ξ, ∇˜ESη).
The pull-back of an S-equivariant pre-Saito structure by a morphism f : N →M
is well-defined only for morphisms f∗ which commute with LES .
The definition of an S-equivariant Frobenius manifold over R is a variant of
Definition 2.1.1: With the same data (M,⋆, g, e,E), we set ES = E + ES, and we
replace the homogeneity conditions by the following ones:
LES(g) = Dg, LES(⋆) = ⋆, LES(e) = −e.
Let (M,E, ∇˜,Φ, R0, g) be an S-equivariant pre-Saito structure of weight w and
let ω be a ∇-horizontal section of E. It defines an OM -linear morphism ϕω : ΘM →
E by ξ 7→ −Φξ(ω). We say that such a section ω of E is
(1) primitive if the associated period mapping ϕω : ΘM → E is an isomor-
phism,
(2) homogeneous of degree q ∈ C if ∇˜ESω = qω.
The data of an S-equivariant pre-Saito structure and of a homogeneous primitive
section ω is called an S-equivariant Saito structure. As in [Sab, §4.3] and following
K. Saito, we obtain the following results.
If ω is primitive and homogeneous, ϕω induces a flat torsionless R-connection
ω∇ := ϕ−1ω ∇ϕω on ΘM , and an associative and commutative OM -bilinear product ⋆
by ξ ⋆ η = −Φξ(ϕω(η)), with e = ϕ
−1
ω (ω) as unit, and
ω∇e = 0. Moreover, ω∇ is
the metric connection attached to the metric ωg on ΘM obtained from g through
ϕω, and
ω∇ is S-conformal and flat as such, setting ω˜∇ES = ϕ
−1
ω ◦ ∇˜ES ◦ ϕω − Id.
The Euler field is E = ϕ−1ω (R0(ω)). It is therefore a section of ΘM . We have
ω∇E = LES −
ω˜∇ES + qId. In particular,
ω∇(ω∇E) = 0.
If we put D = 2q + 2− w, and if we set as above ES = E+ ES, we get
LES(e) = −e, LES(⋆) = ⋆, LES(
ωg) = D · ωg.
Given an S-equivariant pre-Saito structure (M,E, ∇˜,Φ, R0, g) of weight w, the
datum of a homogeneous primitive section ω of E having weight q induces on
M , through ϕω, the structure o f a S-equivariant Frobenius manifold of weight
D = 2q + 2− w.
Conversely, any S-equivariant Frobenius manifold (M,⋆, g, e,E) defines an S-
equivariant pre-Saito structure (M,ΘM , ∇˜,Φ, R0, g) having e as homogeneous prim-
itive form.
For instance, to give the correspondence (M,⋆, g, e,E) 7→ (M,ΘM , ∇˜,Φ, R0, g)
we take ∇ to be the Levi-Civita connection of g, and
∇˜ES = Id + LES −∇E, Φξ(η) = −(ξ ⋆ η), R0 = E ⋆ = −ΦE, q = 0, w = 2−D.
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2.3. S-Equivariant Frobenius manifolds with finite group action. Let us
consider an S-equivariant Frobenius manifold (M,⋆, g, e,E) of weight D over R.
Let W be a finite group which acts by automorphisms on M (hence on ΘM ) in
a compatible way with the S-equivariant Frobenius structure. In particular, the
action of W on ΘM commutes with LES .
LetMW be the fixed set ofW onM . ThenW acts by OMW -linear isomorphisms
on ΘM
∣∣
MW
. Moreover, the fixed set MW is a smooth subscheme of M over R and
the fixed bundle (ΘM
∣∣
MW
)W is equal to ΘMW .
Let us moreover assume that W is equipped with a non trivial character sgn :
W → {±1}. We denote by a : ΘM
∣∣
MW
→ ΘM
∣∣
MW
the antisymmetrization mor-
phism and by E its image. Then E is a locally free OMW -submodule of ΘM
∣∣
MW
and
we have a decomposition ΘM
∣∣
MW
= E⊕kera. This decomposition is g-orthogonal,
as g(aξ, aη) = g(ξ, η) for any ξ, η and g restricted to E is nondegenerate.
As the inclusion MW →֒ M commutes with LES , one can restrict to M
W the
S-equivariant pre-Saito structure associated to (M,⋆, g,E) to get such an object
with corresponding bundle ΘM|MW . One can moreover induce this structure on
the OMW -module E, as the following operators leave E invariant:
• the connection ∇ (i.e., ∇ξη is a section of E whenever ξ is a section of
ΘMW and η a section of E),
• the Higgs field Φ, (i.e., ξ ⋆ η = −Φξη is a section of E whenever ξ is a
section of ΘMW and η a section of E),
• the operator R0 = −ΦE = E ⋆ ,
• the operator ∇˜ES = Id + LES −∇E (i.e., ∇ηE is a section of E whenever η
is a section of E).
The following is then clear:
Lemma 2.3.1. The tuple (MW , E, ∇˜,Φ, R0, g) defines an S-equivariant pre-Saito
structure of weight w = 2−D on MW .
Proposition 2.3.2. Let us assume that there exists ω ∈ E ⊂ ΘM|MW which is
∇-horizontal and an eigenvector of ∇˜ES (acting on E or on ΘM|MW ) and such that
the morphism
ΘMW −→ E
ξ 7−→ ξ ⋆ ω
is onto. Then, any smooth formal subscheme N ⊂ MW over R defined by an
ideal invariant under LES and such that the induced morphism ΘN → E|N is an
isomorphism comes equipped with a natural structure of an S-equivariant Frobenius
manifold of weight D.
Proof. We restrict the S-equivariant pre-Saito structure (MW , E, ∇˜,Φ, R0, g) to
N to get an object (N,E|N , ∇˜,Φ, R0, g) of the same kind. Then, as ω|N is a ∇-
horizontal section of E|N and as the morphism ΘN → E|N given by ξ 7→ ξ ⋆ ω|N =
ϕω(ξ) is an isomorphism, ω is primitive. Moreover, ω is homogeneous in E hence
ω|N is so in E|N . One can then apply the correspondence of §2.2. 
Some properties of the S-equivariant Frobenius manifold structure on N . Abusing
notation, we denote by ⋆ ω−1 the inverse map of the induced isomorphism ⋆ ω :
ΘN → E|N
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We denote by ωg, ω∇ the metric and connection on ΘN coming from that on E|N ,
and by ◦ the product on ΘN induced by the Higgs field on E|N .
(1) Let ξ, η be sections of ΘN . The product ξ ⋆η in ΘM|N may not be a section
of ΘN (it is only a section of ΘMW |N ). We have [ξ ⋆ η − ξ ◦ η] ⋆ ω = 0. In
fact, the composition
ΘMW |N
⋆ω
−→ E|N
⋆ω−1
−→ ΘN
induces a projection ΘMW |N → ΘN , and ξ ◦η is nothing but the projection
of ξ ⋆ η on ΘN , a formula that we can write
ξ ◦ η = (ξ ⋆ η ⋆ ω) ⋆ ω−1.
(2) Let us assume that we can find N such that the unit field e is tangent to N .
This condition does not lead to a contradiction, as e⋆ω = ω 6= 0. Then e|N
is the unit field for the S-equivariant Frobenius manifold structure on N .
Indeed, clearly, e|N ◦ η = η for any section η of ΘN . On the other hand, we
have to check that e is ω∇-horizontal:
ω∇e|N := ∇(e|N ⋆ ω) ⋆ ω
−1 = ∇(ω) ⋆ ω−1 = 0, as ∇(ω) = 0.
(3) Let us assume that N is chosen so that the Euler vector field E is tangent to
N . Then E|N is the Euler vector field for the Frobenius manifold structure
on N , as R0 = E⋆ leaves E invariant.
(4) We have ωg(ξ, η) = g(ξ ⋆ ω, η ⋆ ω) for any ξ, η ∈ ΘN .
Remark 2.3.3. Given an R-basis eo of E/(t0, . . . , tm−1)E, there exists a unique sys-
tem of flat coordinates (ti) on N for which ∂ti ⋆ω ≡ e
o
i mod (t0, . . . , tm−1)E. Given
any other formal smooth subscheme N ′ over R satisfying the properties in Proposi-
tion 2.3.2, with corresponding coordinates (t′i), we do not know whether the natural
isomorphism ON → ON ′ , ti 7→ t
′
i, is compatible with the S-equivariant Frobenius
structures. In other words, there is a priori no uniqueness in the construction re-
sulting from Proposition 2.3.2. However, when this construction is applied to the
setting of §3.1, Conjecture 3.7.1 also gives uniqueness.
3. The abelian/nonabelian correspondence for Frobenius structures
A precise relation between the genus zero Gromov-Witten theory (with descen-
dants) of a quotient by a nonabelian group and a twist of the theory for the quotient
by a maximal torus in the group was conjectured in [BCK2]. Here we formulate a
version of this correspondence for the associated Frobenius structures.
3.1. Setting. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C with the (linearized)
action of a complex reductive group G, and let T ⊂ G be a maximal torus. In
this setting, there are two geometric invariant theory (GIT) quotients, X//T and
X//G. We assume (for both actions) that all semistable points are stable and that
all isotropy groups of stable points are trivial, so that X//T and X//G are smooth
projective varieties. Further, we assume that the G-unstable locus X \Xs(G) has
codimension at least 2 in X . (Note that this last condition is automatic when X is
a projective space.)
There is a diagram
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X//T = Xs(T)/T ←−−−−
j
Xs(G)/Tyπ
X//G = Xs(G)/G
with j an open immersion and π a G/T-fibration.
The above diagram leads to a comparison of the cohomology of the nonabelian
quotientX//G to that of the abelian quotientX//T ([ES],[Mar],[Kir]). We describe
an equivariant version of it. Let another (possibly trivial) complex torus S act on
X . Assume that the action commutes with the action of G and preserves Xs(T)
and Xs(G). There is an induced action of S on the smooth projective varieties
X//T and X//G. The morphisms in the diagram are S-equivariant. To the pair
(G,T) we associate the usual Lie-theoretic data:
• the Weyl group W = N(T)/T (N(T) is the normalizer of T in G).
• the root system Φ with decomposition Φ = Φ+ ∪ Φ− into positive and
negative roots.
• for each root α ∈ Φ the 1-dimensional T-representation Cα with weight α.
The Weyl group acts on X//T, hence also on the equivariant cohomology ring
H∗
S
(X//T,C). The representations Cα define S-equivariant line bundles
Lα := X
s(T) ×T Cα
onX//T with equivariant first Chern classes cS1 (Lα) ∈ H
∗
S
(X//T,C). The S-action
on Lα is induced by the S-action on X
s(T) (and the trivial S- action on Cα). Note
that L−α ∼= L
∨
α for any pair (α,−α) of opposite roots. The equivariant cohomology
class
ω :=
√
1
|W|
∏
α∈Φ
cS1 (Lα) =
√
(−1)|Φ+|
|W|
∏
α∈Φ+
cS1 (Lα)
will play an important role in this paper. It is the fundamental W-anti-invariant
class in the equivariant cohomology of X//T; any other W-anti-invariant class φ
can be written (non-uniquely) as γ ∪ ω, with γ ∈ H∗
S
(X//T,C)W. (The reason for
considering ω rather than the customary ∆ =
∏
α∈Φ+
cS1 (Lα) is one of convenience:
we simply want to avoid having to insert the factor (−1)|Φ+|/|W| in all formulae
comparing Gromov-Witten invariants of X//G and X//T.)
The following facts are known:
(3.1.1) π∗ induces an isomorphism H∗
S
(X//G) ∼= H∗S(X
s(G)/T)W
(3.1.2) There is an exact sequence
0 −→ ker(∪ω) −→ H∗
S
(X//T)W −→ H∗
S
(X//G) −→ 0
⊂ (π∗)−1 ◦ j∗
where ker(∪ω) is {γ ∈ H∗
S
(X//T)W | γ ∪ ω = 0}.
(3.1.3) The equivariant push-forwards satisfy the equality∫
X//T
ω2σ˜ =
∫
X//G
σ
for all σ ∈ H∗
S
(X//G), σ˜ ∈ H∗
S
(X//T) with j∗σ˜ = π∗(σ). (Such σ˜ are called lifts
of σ.)
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(3.1.4) There is an identification of the S-equivariant relative tangent bundle Tπ
of π : Xs(G)/T→ Xs(G)/G with ⊕α∈ΦLα|Xs(G)/T.
In the nonequivariant case (that is, for S=1), (3.1.1) is a classical result, (3.1.2)
is proved in [ES] for X = PN and in [Kir] in general, (3.1.3) is proved in [Mar]
and (3.1.4) can be seen by a direct computation. The extensions to the equivariant
context are straightforward and left to the reader.
3.2. The W-induced Frobenius manifold. Applying the results in §2.3 to the
Weyl group action on the S-equivariant Frobenius manifold given by the equivari-
ant Gromov-Witten theory of X//T, a new S-equivariant Frobenius manifold (of
dimension over the base ring equal to the rank of H∗
S
(X//G,C)) is obtained. In
this subsection we spell out for concreteness the details of the construction and the
main properties of the new Frobenius structure in this special case.
As mentioned in the introduction, a specialization of Novikov variables will be
needed before comparing the new Frobenius structure with the one given by the
equivariant Gromov-Witten theory of X//G and we start with this specialization.
Recall from (3.1.3) the notion of lift of cohomology classes from X//G to X//T.
By (3.1.2), one can always chooseW-invariant lifts. These are not generally unique;
however, the assumption that the G-unstable locus in X has codimension ≥ 2
implies that for divisor classes the W-invariant lifts are unique. This allows us to
lift curve classes as well (cf. [BCK2]): the inclusion
Pic(X//G) ∼= Pic(X//T)W ⊂ Pic(X//T)
induces by duality a projection
̺ : NE1(X//T) −→ NE1(X//G).
We say that β˜ lifts β ∈ NE1(X//G) (and write β˜ 7→ β) if ̺(β˜) = β. Note that any
effective β has finitely many lifts. Define a projection on Novikov rings
(3.2.1)
p : N(X//T)→ N(X//G), p
∑
β˜
cβ˜Q
β˜
 =∑
β
(−1)ǫ(β)
∑
β˜ 7→β
cβ˜
Qβ,
where
ǫ : NE1(X//G) −→ Z2
is defined by
ǫ(β) =
∫
β˜
∑
α∈Φ+
cS1 (Lα)
 (mod2)
with β˜ any lift of β. This makes sense, since the right-hand side does not depend on
the choice of lift. Indeed, if α′ is any simple root and vα′ ∈W is the corresponding
reflection, then by standard properties of root systems
vα′(
∑
α∈Φ+
cS1 (Lα)) =
∑
α∈Φ+
cS1 (Lα)− 2c
S
1 (Lα′),
so
∑
α∈Φ+
cS1 (Lα) is W-invariant as a cohomology class with Z2-coefficients.
The sign in (3.2.1), which may seem rather mysterious, has its origin in the
twisting bundle appearing in the abelian/nonabelian correspondence, as formulated
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Let Z be the formal Frobenius manifold defined by the S-equivariant Gromov-
Witten theory of X//T, with potential function FX//T,S. Let M be the formal
scheme over N(X//G) ⊗ C[λ] obtained by base change from Z by the morphism
of Novikov rings (3.2.1). Let θ : M −→ Z be the base change map. We obtain a
formal Frobenius structure over N(X//G)⊗ C[λ] on (M,ΘM ) by pulling-back via
θ the Frobenius structure on Z. Note that only the potential (and therefore the
quantum product) changes under the pull-back, since the coefficients of the metric,
the horizontal sections and the Euler vector field do not depend on the Novikov
variables. Explicitly, the potential of the Frobenius structure on M is
(3.2.2)
F := θ∗(FX//T,S) =
∑
β∈NE1(X//G)
(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ
∑
n≥0
1
n!
∑
β˜ 7→β
〈γ, . . . , γ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
〉
X//T,S
0,n,β˜

Choose a homogeneous basis {σ0 = 1, σ1 . . . , σr , σr+1 . . . , σm−1} of H
∗
S
(X//G)
over C[λ] := C[λ1, . . . , λℓ] = H∗(BS), such that {σ1, . . . , σr} forms a basis of
H2
S
(X//G) and fix homogeneous lifts γi ∈ H
∗
S
(X//T)W of σi. The fixed lifts give
rise to a C-linear embedding
(3.2.3) H∗S(X//G,C) ⊂ H
∗
S(X//T,C)
(which may not in general be a homomorphism of equivariant cohomology rings).
The image of the embedding (3.2.3) determines a formal submanifold N of M
over N(X//T)⊗ C[λ].
Let
V := H∗
S
(X//T,C)a
be the subspace of W-anti-invariant classes. The composition of (3.2.3) with the
map
∪ω : H∗
S
(X//T,C)W → H∗
S
(X//T,C)a
is an isomorphism from H∗
S
(X//G,C) to V . Let V = V ⊗ ON be the subsheaf of
ΘM |N induced by V . Let ⋆ be the quantum product on ΘM (that is, the pull-back
by θ of the quantum product on H∗
S
(X//T,C)). Consider the map
⋆ω : (ΘM |N )
W
−→ V , ξ 7→ (ξˆ ⋆ ω)|N ,
with ξˆ ∈ ΘWM any extension of ξ toM . (It is well defined, since the quantum product
of two vector fields at a point depends only on their values at the point.) This map
reduces to ∪ω modulo the ideal generated by {Qβ|β 6= 0}. By Nakayama’s Lemma,
⋆ω induces an isomorphism ΘN → V . Let φ : V → ΘN be the inverse isomorphism.
Abusing notation, when η ∈ V we write η ⋆ω−1 for φ(η). Hence we have for ξ ∈ ΘN
(ξ ⋆ ω) ⋆ ω−1 = ξ.
We now induce a structure of formal Frobenius manifold on N (over N(X//G)⊗
C[λ]) using the maps ⋆ω and ⋆ω−1. Explicitly:
(3.2.4) The metric ωg on ΘN is given by the composition
ΘN ⊗ΘN →֒ ΘM |N ⊗ΘM |N
⋆ω⊗⋆ω
−−−−→ V ⊗ V
g|V
−−−−→ ON ,
that is,
ωg(ξ, η) = g|V(ξ ⋆ ω, η ⋆ ω).
Note that g|V is nondegenerate on V by Martin’s formula (3.1.3).
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(3.2.5) The Levi-Civita connection ω∇ of ωg satisfies
ω∇ξη =
(
∇ξˆ(ηˆ ⋆ ω)
)
|N ⋆ ω
−1.
(3.2.6) The product of ξ, η ∈ ΘN is defined by
ξ ◦ η = (ξ ⋆ η ⋆ ω) ⋆ ω−1.
In other words, ξ ◦ η is the projection of ξ ⋆ η along ker(⋆ω).
(3.2.7) The unit is the vector field 1 restricted to N .
The symmetry of ω∇(ωg(· ◦ ·, ·)) and the corresponding potential function are
discussed in § 3.5 below.
3.3. Flat coordinates. On N there are coordinates t˜0, ..., t˜m−1 determined by
the basis {γ0 = 1, γ1, ..., γr, ..., γm−1} of lifts introduced above. These are just
restrictions to N of coordinates on M which are flat for the connection ∇. Let
(3.3.1) ξi(t˜) := (γi ∪ ω) ⋆ ω
−1, i = 0, . . . ,m− 1.
Equivalently, ξi is defined by the equality
(3.3.2) ξi ⋆ ω = γi ∪ ω.
The ξi’s form a basis of ΘN consisting of
ω∇-horizontal vector fields. Denote by
s := (s0, s1, ..., sr, ..., sm−1) the corresponding
ω∇-flat coordinates on N (so that
∂si = ξi). Note that
(3.3.3) s ≡ t˜, modulo the ideal generated by {Qβ|β 6= 0}.
3.4. Euler vector field. Since
j∗cS1 (T (X//T)) = c
S
1 (T (X
s(G)/T))
= π∗(cS1 (T (X//G))) +
∑
α∈Φ
cS1 (Lα)
= π∗(cS1 (T (X//G)))
and PicS(X//T) ∼= PicS(X
s(G)/T) via j∗, we conclude that cS1 (T (X//T)) is W-
invariant. Viewing cS1 (T (X//T)) as a vector field on M , its restriction to N is
therefore a section of (ΘM |N )
W. Moreover, this restriction is in fact tangent to
N , since (by uniqueness of lifts of divisors) N contains the germ of linear subspace
H2
S
(X//T)W.
Define the Euler vector field by
ES = E+
ℓ∑
i=1
λi∂λi
with
E =
m−1∑
i=0
(1 −
degσi
2
)t˜i∂t˜i + c
S
1 (T (X//T))|N .
Note that ES is simply the restriction to N of the corresponding Euler vector field
for X//T (see §2.2): Extend {γ0, ..., γm−1} to a basis of H
∗
S
(X//T) for the Euler
vector field for X//T.
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Applying LES to the equality (ξi ⋆ ω) = ∂t˜i ∪ ω, we see that
LESξi = (1 −
deg σi
2
)ξi.
Easy calculations show then that
LES(
ωg) = (2− dim(X//G)) ωg, LES(◦) = ◦
(and obviously LES(1) = −1), hence ES is indeed an Euler vector field. Also,
LES(si) = deg(t˜i)si,
that is, deg si = deg t˜i. In particular, deg s1 = ... = deg sr = 0.
3.5. Potential. Recall that we identify the cohomology classes on X//T with OM -
linear vector fields on M . Denote by ∂t˜i∪ω the vector field corresponding to γi ∪ω.
The components of the tensor “◦” in the basis of ω∇-horizontal fields are
(3.5.1) ωg(ξi ◦ ξj , ξk) = g|V(ξi ⋆ ξj ⋆ ω, ξk ⋆ ω) = g(ξˆi ⋆ (γj ∪ ω), γk ∪ ω)|N
where ξˆi is any extension of ξ to a W-invariant vector field on M . Since
g(ξˆi ⋆ (γj ∪ ω), γk ∪ ω)|N = g(γj ∪ ω, ξˆi ⋆ (γk ∪ ω))|N =
g|V(γj ⋆ ω, ξi ⋆ ξk ⋆ ω) =
ω g(ξj , ξi ◦ ξk),
we see that the Frobenius algebra property
(3.5.2) ωg(ξi ◦ ξj , ξk) =
ωg(ξj , ξi ◦ ξk)
holds. Recall the potential F (see (3.2.2)) of the formal Frobenius manifold M . We
get from (3.5.1)
(3.5.3) ωg(ξi ◦ ξj , ξk) = g(ξˆi ⋆ (γj ∪ ω), γk ∪ ω)|N =(
ξˆi(∂t˜j∪ω∂t˜k∪ωF )
)∣∣∣
N
= ξi
(
(∂t˜j∪ω∂t˜k∪ωF )
∣∣∣
N
)
.
Note that
ξl(ξi((∂t˜j∪ω∂t˜k∪ωF )|N )) = ξi(ξl((∂t˜j∪ω∂t˜k∪ωF )|N )),
since [ξl, ξi] = 0. Hence
ξl(
ωg(ξi ◦ ξj , ξk)) = ξi(
ωg(ξl ◦ ξj , ξk)).
Combined with (3.5.2), this implies that the tensor ξl(
ωg(ξi ◦ ξj , ξk)) is symmetric
in the indices l, i, j, k, hence there is a (formal) function F ′ on N such that
∂si∂sj∂skF
′ = ωg(ξi ◦ ξj , ξk).
Finally, a direct computation shows that LESF
′ = (3 − dimX//G)F ′ up to qua-
dratic terms.
This finishes the construction of the induced structure of formal S-equivariant
Frobenius manifold over N(X//G)⊗ C[λ] on N .
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3.6. More on the flat coordinates. For later use we record here some details
about the change of coordinates si(t˜) on N . From the defining equation (3.3.1) for
the horizontal vector fields ξi it follows that the jacobian matrix A := (∂si/∂t˜j)i,j
is given explicitly by
∂si
∂t˜j
= (∂t˜j∂
∨
t˜i∪ω
∂t˜0∪ωF )
∣∣∣
N
where
∂∨t˜i∪ω :=
∑
k
gik∂t˜k∪ω
with (gik) ∈ GLm(C[λ]) the inverse matrix of the metric g|V . Using the divisor
axiom for Gromov-Witten invariants ofX//T in the formula (3.2.2) for the potential
F , we see that the entries of the jacobian matrix have the form
∂si
∂t˜0
= δi0
∂si
∂t˜j
= δij +
∑
β 6=0
Qβeβ·t˜smallcβ,ij(t˜r+1, . . . , t˜m−1), j 6= 0,(3.6.1)
where cβ,ij ∈ C[λ][[t˜r+1, . . . , t˜m−1]] and
β · t˜small =
r∑
i=1
t˜i
∫
β
σi.
By integrating (3.6.1) (with the initial condition s(0) = 0), we obtain a refined
version of (3.3.3)
(3.6.2) si = t˜i +
∑
β 6=0
Qβeβ·t˜smallbβ,i(t˜r+1, . . . , t˜m−1),
with bβ,i ∈ C[λ][[t˜r+1, . . . , t˜m−1]].
By considering the inverse jacobian matrix (which gives the map ⋆ω−1), it follows
that the inverse coordinate change t˜(s) is also of the type (3.6.2), hence the potential
function F ′ in flat coordinates si has the special form (2.1.1) (up to ≤ quadratic
terms in the si’s)
(3.6.3) F ′ = F ′cl +
∑
β 6=0
Qβeβ·ssmallF ′β(sr+1, . . . , sm−1)
where β · ssmall =
∑r
i=1 si(
∫
β σi).
Finally, we record what happens with the “small” parameter spaces under the
change of coordinates.
Lemma 3.6.1. (i) If X//G is Fano of index ≥ 2, then the subspaces of N given
by the equations {s0 = sr+1 = · · · = sm−1 = 0} and {t˜0 = t˜r+1 = · · · = t˜m−1 = 0}
coincide. Moreover, on this subspace we have si = t˜i for i = 1, . . . , r.
(ii) If c1(T (X//G) is nef, then the subspaces {sr+1 = · · · = sm−1 = 0} and
{t˜r+1 = · · · = t˜m−1 = 0} coincide.
Proof. (i) Let 1 ≤ i ≤ r. After restriction to t˜0 = t˜r+1 = · · · = t˜m−1 = 0 we obtain
ξi = γi +
∑
j
∑
β
cβ,ijQ
βeβ·t˜small
 γj .
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Since deg ξi = 1 and deg e
β·t˜small =
∫
β
c1(T (X//G) ≥ 2, we must have ξ = γi and
the statement follows. The proof of (ii) is similar. 
3.7. Main Conjecture. Let P be the formal S-equivariant Frobenius manifold
over N(X//G)⊗C[λ] defined by the genus zero S-equivariant Gromov-Witten the-
ory ofX//G, with flat coordinates t0, t1, . . . , tr, . . . , tm−1 corresponding to the C[λ]-
basis {σ0 = 1, σ1, . . . , σr , . . . , σm−1} of H
∗
S
(X//G) and potential function FX//G,S.
We are now ready to formulate the abelian/nonabelian correspondence:
Conjecture 3.7.1. Let ϕ : P −→ N be the isomorphism of formal schemes over
N(X//G)⊗C[λ] defined by ϕ∗(si) = ti. Then ϕ induces an isomorphism of formal
S-equivariant Frobenius structures such that ϕ∗(ξi) = σi and ϕ
∗F ′ = FX//G,S up
to quadratic terms.
Note that ϕ∗(ξi) = σi follows easily from (3.3.1). The main point of the conjec-
ture is the identification of potentials. We also remark that the conjecture implies in
particular that the new W-induced Frobenius structure constructed in this section
does not depend on the choice of the W-invariant lift of H∗
S
(X//G,C).
4. Proof of Conjecture 3.7.1 for flag manifolds
4.1. Preliminaries. Let 0 < k1 < · · · < kr < n = kr+1 be integers. Consider the
vector space
Ω :=
r⊕
i=1
Matki×ki+1(C)
where Matki×ki+1(C) is the space of matrices of size ki × ki+1 with complex en-
tries. Let G :=
∏r
i=1GLki(C), with maximal torus T equal to the product of the
subgroups of diagonal matrices. G acts on Ω by
(g1, . . . , gr)(A1, . . . Ar) = (g1A1g
−1
2 , g2A2g
−1
3 , . . . , gr−1Ar−1g
−1
r , grAr).
This action descends to an action on X := P(Ω), with a canonical linearisation
on O(1), and the GIT quotient X//G is the partial flag manifold Fl(k1, . . . , kr, n)
parameterizing flags of subspaces {Ck1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ckr ⊂ Cn}.
The corresponding abelian quotientX//T is a toric variety which can be realized
as a tower of fibered products of projective bundles.
Let S ∼= (C∗)n be the subgroup of diagonal matrices in GLn(C), acting on Ω
by right-multiplication of Ar. There are induced S-actions on X//G (which is just
the usual action of the maximal torus in GLn on the flag manifold) and on X//T.
See §5.1 of [BCK2] for more details on X//G, X//T, and the S-actions on them.
As before, we let C[λ] = C[λ1, . . . , λn] = H∗(BS,C), with quotient field C(λ). Our
goal in this section is to prove
Theorem 4.1.1. Conjecture 3.7.1 holds for
(a) the usual Gromov-Witten theory of Fl(k1, ..., kr, n).
(b) the S-equivariant Gromov-Witten theory of Fl(k1, ..., kr, n).
Remark 4.1.2. Note that part (a) follows from (b) by taking the non-equivariant
limit λ1 = · · · = λn = 0 of the potential functions.
Our strategy for proving Theorem 4.1.1 is to use reconstruction theorems to re-
duce the statement to a comparison for 1-point invariants which was established in
[BCK1], [BCK2]. Typically, reconstruction results for Gromov-Witten invariants
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work under the assumption that the cohomology ring is generated by divisors. Our
observation here is that in the torus-equivariant setting, this assumption needs only
to hold after localization. This enlarges the class of varieties for which reconstruc-
tion is applicable. We begin with a simple lemma.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let PN be acted by a torus S and let Y be an S-invariant smooth
subvariety. Suppose that the natural map H∗((PN )S)→ H∗(Y S) is surjective (for
example, this is true when the S-fixed locus (PN )S is isolated). Then the localized
equivariant cohomology ring H∗
S
(Y,C) ⊗C[λ] C(λ) is generated (as a C(λ)-algebra)
by divisors, i.e., by {c1(L)⊗ 1 | L ∈ Pic
S(Y )}.
Proof. There is a commutative diagram
H∗
S
(PN ) ←−−−− H∗((PN )S)⊗ C[λ]y y
H∗
S
(Y ) ←−−−− H∗(Y S)⊗ C[λ]
After tensor product with C(λ), the horizontal maps are isomorphism by the local-
ization theorem. 
It is well-known that X//G = Fl(k1, . . . , kr, n) admits an S-equivariant embed-
ding into a product of projective spaces on which S acts with isolated fixed points.
By Lemma 4.1.3, the localized equivariant cohomology
H∗S(X//G,C)⊗C[λ] C(λ)
is generated by divisor classes. Note that this is false in general without localization.
For example the equivariant cohomology of Grassmannians is not generated by
divisors. (On the other hand, since X//T is a toric variety, both the usual and
S-equivariant cohomology rings are already generated by divisors.)
Before going into the details of the proof, it is useful to discuss the base-change
of Novikov rings (3.2.1) in the particular case of flag manifolds. By choosing the
usual Schubert basis in H2(Fl(k1, . . . , kr, n),Z), the semigroup of effective curve
classes is identified with (Z+)r. We write d = (d1, . . . , dr) for the typical element in
this semigroup. The Novikov ring is simply the power series ring C[[Q1, . . . , Qr]].
Similarly, effective curve classes on the toric variety X//T are described by tuples
of non-negative integers
d˜ = (d11, . . . , d1k1 , . . . , dr1, . . . , drkr)
and the Novikov ring is identified with C[[Qij |1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki]]. A class d˜ is
a lift of d if and only if
di =
ki∑
j=1
dij , i = 1, . . . , r.
Finally, ǫ(d) =
∑r
i=1(ki − 1)di (mod2). Hence the projection (3.2.1) of Novikov
rings is
(4.1.1)
p : C[[Qij |1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki]] −→ C[[Q1, . . . , Qr]], Qij 7→ (−1)
(ki−1)Qi.
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4.2. Kontsevich-Manin reconstruction and reduction to 2-point invari-
ants. This step involves an equivariant version of the Kontsevich-Manin Recon-
struction Theorem. In its original formulation [KM], the Reconstruction Theo-
rem states that if the cohomology ring H∗(Y,C) is generated by divisors, then all
Gromov-Witten invariants of Y can be reconstructed from 3-point invariants for
which at least one insertion is a divisor class. These in turn are expressed in terms
of 2-point invariants by using the divisor equation in Gromov-Witten theory. We
give here an extension of reconstruction to the S-equivariant setting.
Lemma 4.2.1. Let Y be a smooth complex projective variety with S-action. Let
P := Spf((N(Y )⊗ C[λ])[[H∗S(Y,C)
∨]]),
endowed with the formal S-equivariant Frobenius structure (P, ⋆, g, 1,ES) defined by
the equivariant Gromov-Witten potential FY . Let t = (t0, t1, . . . , tr, . . . , tm−1) be
the flat coordinates defined by a basis of H∗
S
(Y,C), such that tsmall = (t1, . . . , tr)
are the coordinates on the small parameter space H2
S
(Y,C). Let G ∈ OP be another
formal function satisfying the WDVV equations. Assume that:
(i) In flat coordinates G has the form (2.1.1)
G = Gcl +
∑
β∈E,β 6=0
Qβeβ·tsmallGβ ,
with Gβ ∈ C[λ][[tr+1, . . . , tm−1]] and Gcl a cubic polynomial in the ti’s (with coef-
ficients in C[λ]).
(ii) LES(G) = (3− dim(Y ))G.
(iii) Gcl = F
Y
cl .
(iv) ∂ti∂tjG
∣∣
tsmall
= ∂ti∂tjF
Y
∣∣
tsmall
, for all i, j.
(v) The localized equivariant cohomology ring H∗
S
(Y,C) ⊗C[λ] C(λ) is generated by
H2
S
(Y,C) as a C(λ)-algebra.
Then G = FY .
Proof. Let P(λ) be the S-equivariant Frobenius manifold defined by the local-
ized Gromov-Witten theory of Y (see §2.1). The function G defines a formal S-
equivariant Frobenius structure (P, ◦, g, 1,ES) over N(Y ) ⊗ C[λ], and a localized
Frobenius structure over N(Y ) ⊗ C(λ) as well, by viewing it as a formal function
on P(λ) via the natural (injective!) localization map ι : OP → OP(λ) . It suffices
to check that the localized potentials FY(λ) = ι(F
Y ) and G(λ) = ι(G) are equal.
The assumptions (i)-(iii) hold for the localized potentials as well (where in (i) we
replace C[λ] by C(λ)).
In the conformal case, a formal Frobenius structure satisfying (i) and (ii) is said
to be of qc-type in [Man]. Such structure has “cup product”, defined by
Gcl =
1
6
g((
∑
ti∂ti) ∪ (
∑
ti∂ti),
∑
ti∂ti)
and “correlators”
I0,n,β(∂ti1 , . . . , ∂tin ) = ∂ti1 . . . ∂tinGβ |t=0
which satisfy the analogue of the divisor axiom in Gromov-Witten theory. See
[Man], §5.4. The same will hold for the Frobenius structure defined by our potential
G, or for its localized version. We may call them Frobenius structures of equivariant
qc-type.
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Assumption (v) and the usual Kontsevich-Manin reconstruction imply that the
localized GW-potential FY(λ) is determined recursively by ∂ti∂tjF
Y
(λ)|tsmall . The proof
only uses properties of Gromov-Witten invariants which are shared by the corre-
lators of any Frobenius structure of equivariant qc-type, hence it will work in the
abstract case as well.
Assumption (iii) says that the abstract cup product coincides with the usual
one on cohomology. By the above discussion reconstruction applies and we find
that G(λ) is determined recursively by ∂ti∂tjG(λ)|tsmall , with the same recursion
coefficients in C(λ) as those for FY(λ). By assumption (iv), we are done. 
We go back now to the proof of Theorem 4.1. We intend to apply Lemma 4.2.1
to Y = Fl, G = ϕ∗F ′. Note that assumption (v) holds by Lemma 4.1.3, assumption
(i) holds by (3.6.3), while (ii) and (iii) are immediate from the construction of F ′
in §3.2− §3.5. Hence the Theorem will be proved if we can show that (iv) holds as
well, i.e.,
(4.2.1) ∂ti∂tjF
Fl,S
∣∣
t0=tr+1=···=tm−1=0
= ϕ∗
(
∂si∂sjF
′
∣∣
s0=sr+1=···=sm−1=0
)
.
Recall that (in the notation of §2.2)
∂ti∂tjF
Fl,S(t) = 〈〈σi, σj〉〉.
Setting t0 = tr+1 = · · · = tm−1 = 0 and using the divisor axiom we get
(4.2.2) ∂ti∂tjF
Fl,S
∣∣
t0=tr+1=···=tm−1=0
=
∑
d=(d1,...,dr)
r∏
l=1
(Qle
tl)dl〈σi, σj〉
Fl,S
0,2,d.
On the other hand, since
∂sk∂si∂sjF
′ = ∂sk
((
∂t˜i∪ω∂t˜j∪ωF
)∣∣∣
N
)
it follows that
(4.2.3) ∂si∂sjF
′ =
(
∂t˜i∪ω∂t˜j∪ωF
)∣∣∣
N
up to a constant (in the base ring). By adding appropriate quadratic terms to
F ′, we may assume that (4.2.3) holds exactly. (Recall that F is the S-equivariant
Gromov-Witten potential of X//T with the Novikov variables specialized as in
(4.1.1).) Moreover, the first Chern class of the flag manifold satisfies∫
d
c1(T (Fl)) =
r∑
l=1
dl(kl+1 − kl−1) ≥ min
l
{kl+1 − kl−1} ≥ 2.
Therefore the specialization of the left-hand side of (4.2.3) to s0 = sr+1 = · · · =
sm−1 = 0 is equal to its specialization at t˜0 = t˜r+1 = · · · = t˜m−1 = 0 by Lemma
3.6.1 (i). Using the divisor axiom as above in the right hand side of (4.2.3), we
conclude that
(4.2.4) ∂si∂sjF
′
∣∣
sr+1=···=sm−1=0
=
∑
d=(d1,...,dr)
r∏
l=1
(Qle
t˜l)dl
∑
d˜7→d
(−1)
∑
(kl−1)dl〈γi ∪ ω, γj ∪ ω〉
X//T,S
0,2,d˜
 .
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Using (4.2.2) and (4.2.4), the proof of (4.2.1), and therefore of Theorem 4.1.1, is
reduced to checking the following identity among 2-point invariants:
(4.2.5) 〈σi, σj〉
Fl,S
0,2,d =
∑
d˜ 7→d
(−1)
∑
(kl−1)dl〈γi ∪ ω, γj ∪ ω〉
X//T,S
0,2,d˜
.
4.3. Lee-Pandharipande reconstruction and reduction to 1-point invari-
ants. There is another reconstruction theorem, due to Lee and Pandharipande
[LP1], and independently to Bertram and Kley, which reduces in certain cases
computations of (descendant) GW -invariants with any number of insertions to 1-
point descendants. In fact, Lee and Pandharipande deduce the reconstruction result
from universal relations they found among divisors in the Picard group of the mod-
uli space M0,2(PN , d[line]) of 2-pointed stable maps to PN . We establish first a
straightforward equivariant extension of their divisor relation.
Let Y be a projective variety with S-action. Let M0,2(Y, β) be the moduli space
of 2-pointed genus zero stable maps with evaluation maps
ev1, ev2 :M0,2(Y, β) −→ Y.
The moduli space inherits an S-action and the evaluation maps are equivariant.
Let ψ = ψ1 be the S-equivariant first Chern class of the line bundle on M0,2(Y, β)
with fiber T ∗x1C over the point [f : (C, x1, x2)→ Y ].
There is a “boundary divisor” D1,β1|2,β2 in M0,2(Y, β) corresponding to maps
with reducible domains and splitting type β1 + β2 = β. It is obtained as the image
of the (S-equivariant) gluing morphism
jβ1,β2 :M0,{x1,•}(Y, β1)×Y M0,{x2,•}(Y, β2) −→M0,2(Y, β)
and its virtual fundamental class in the equivariant Chow group AS∗ (M0,2(Y, β),Q)
is defined as the push-forward of
[M0,{x1,•}(Y, β1)]
vir
⊠ [M0,{x2,•}(Y, β2)]
vir .
Lemma 4.3.1. For all L ∈ PicS(Y ), the relation
ev∗2(L) ∩ [M0,2(Y, β)]
vir −
(
ev∗1(L) + (
∫
β
L)ψ
)
∩ [M0,2(Y, β)]
vir+∑
β1+β2=β
(
∫
β2
L) ∩ [D1,β1|2,β2 ]
vir = 0
holds in AS∗ (M0,2(Y, β),Q).
Proof. As in [LP1], since the relation is linear in L and the equivariant Picard group
is spanned over Q by S-equivariant very ample line bundles, the Lemma will follow
from the case Y = PN , β = d[line] and the stronger statement
(4.3.1) ev∗2(L)− ev
∗
1(L)− (
∫
β
L)ψ +
∑
β1+β2=β
(
∫
β2
L)D1,β1|2,β2 = 0
in PicS(PN ).
The relation (4.3.1) holds after passing to the non-equivariant limit λi = 0 by
Theorem 1 in [LP1]. Therefore the left-hand side is a linear polynomial in the λi’s
and the corresponding equivariant line bundle is just a trivial bundle twisted by
a character of S. To check that this character is trivial, it suffices to restrict to
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any S-fixed point of M0,2(PN , d[line]). There are many possible choices of fixed
points that will work. One particular such for which the computation is very easy
is the point corresponding to a stable map with domain C ∪ D (the union of two
irreducible components) such that x1, x2 ∈ C and f : C ∪D → PN collapses C to
a fixed point p ∈ PN and maps D with degree d onto an S-invariant line in PN
joining p to another fixed point q, such that the map is totally ramified at q. The
classes ψ and D1,β1|2,β2 vanish when restricted to this point, while ev
∗
1L and ev
∗
2L
have the same restriction. Relation (4.3.1) and hence the Lemma are proved. 
We will use Lemma 4.3.1 to obtain a reconstruction result in the context of
the abelian/nonabelian correspondence. Recall that descendant (genus 0) Gromov-
Witten invariants of a smooth projective Y are defined by
〈τa1(γ1), . . . , τan(γn)〉
Y
0,n,β :=
∫
[M0,n(Y,β)]vir
∏
i
ψaii ev
∗
i (γi),
where γi ∈ H
∗(Y ) and ψi are the first Chern classes of the cotangent line bundles at
the marked points. The definition extends to torus-equivariant descendants (which
will be C[λ]-valued). We establish first an auxiliary vanishing result for certain
descendant invariants of X//T.
Let X//G, X//T, S etc. be as in the setting §3.1. Let β ∈ H2(X//G,Z) be
fixed. Consider the moduli space
Mβ :=
∐
β˜ 7→β
M0,n(X//T, β˜)
with the obvious evaluation maps evi : Mβ −→ X//T, i = 1, . . . , n and virtual
class [Mβ ]
vir. Note that
H∗
S
(Mβ,C) ∼=
⊕
β˜ 7→β
H∗
S
(M0,n(X//T, β˜),C).
Introduce “psi-classes” on Mβ by
ψi :=
∑
β˜ 7→β
ψi,β˜
and define for cohomology classes γ1, . . . , γn ∈ H
∗
S
(X//T).
In,β(τa1(γ1), . . . , τan(γn)) := (−1)
ǫ(β)
∫
[Mβ ]vir
∏
i
ψaii ev
∗
i (γi)
= (−1)ǫ(β)
∑
β˜ 7→β
〈τa1(γ1), . . . , τan(γn)〉
X//T,S
0,n,β˜
.
Recall that the intersection form is non-degenerate on theW-anti-invariant subspace
H∗
S
(X//T)a. We denote the orthogonal complement by (H∗
S
(X//T)a)
⊥
.
Lemma 4.3.2. If σ˜1, . . . , σ˜n−1 are W-invariant lifts of classes σi in H
∗
S
(X//G)
and γ ∈ (H∗
S
(X//T)a)
⊥
, then
In,β(τa1 (σ˜1 ∪ ω), τa2(σ˜2), . . . , τan−1(σ˜n−1), τan(γ)) = 0.
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Proof. The W-action on X//T induces a W-action on Mβ , by composing stable
maps with the automorphisms in W. The evaluation maps are easily seen to be
W-equivariant. Note also that the psi-classes are W-invariant. Hence the class
(evn)∗
(
ev∗1(ω)
n∏
i=1
ψaii
n−1∏
i=1
ev∗i (σ˜i) ∩ [Mβ ]
vir
)
is W-anti-invariant. The Lemma now follows from the projection formula. 
Proposition 4.3.3. Let X//G, X//T, S be as in the setting §3.1. Assume that the
localized equivariant cohomology H∗
S
(X//G,C) ⊗C[λ] C(λ) is generated as a C(λ)-
algebra by divisors (that is, by c1(L) ⊗ 1 for L ∈ Pic
S(X//G)). Let σi, σj be any
equivariant cohomology classes on X//G, with W-invariant lifts σ˜i, σ˜j to X//T.
If the identity
(4.3.2) 〈τa(σi), σj〉
X//G,S
0,2,β =
∑
β˜ 7→β
(−1)ǫ(β)〈τa(σ˜i ∪ ω), σ˜j ∪ ω〉
X//T,S
0,2,β˜
holds for σj = 1, then it holds in general.
Proof. It is enough to prove the Proposition for a fixed choice of lifts of cohomology
classes on X//G to X//T.
It follows immediately from Martin’s integration formula (3.1.3) that
(4.3.3) σ˜′ ∪ σ′′ ∪ ω = σ˜′ ∪ σ˜′′ ∪ ω
for any σ′, σ′′ ∈ H∗
S
(X//G,C) (see e.g. Cor. 2.3 in [BCK1] for an argument).
Assume first that the equivariant cohomology ring of X//G is generated by
divisors without localization (this happens for example when X//G is the complete
flag manifold Fl(1, 2, . . . , n−1, n)). Using Lemma 4.3.1 and the splitting axiom for
GW-invariants we find that 〈τa(σi), σj〉
X//G,S
0,2,β is expressed recursively (with C[λ]-
coefficients) in terms of invariants 〈τa′(σ
′), 1〉
X//G,S
0,2,β′ (these can be further reduced
to 1-point descendants by the fundamental class axiom for GW-invariants). This
is just the reconstruction of Lee-Pandharipande.
Recall the notation I2,β(τa(σ˜i ∪ ω), σ˜j ∪ ω) introduced above for the right-hand
side of the identity (4.3.2). The divisor relation in Lemma 4.3.1 can be extended in
an obvious manner to the moduli spaceMβ for W-invariant lifts L˜ of line bundles
L ∈ PicS(X//G). By Lemma 4.3.2, the reconstruction procedure applies to the
invariants I2,β(τa(σ˜i ∪ ω), σ˜j ∪ ω) and (by (4.3.3) and the equality ǫ(β1 + β2) =
ǫ(β1) + ǫ(β2)) it expresses them in terms of I2,β′(τa′(σ˜′ ∪ ω), ω) with the same
recursion coefficients. The Proposition is proved in this case.
In the general case the same argument will work word for word, except that the
recursion coefficients will now be rational functions rather than polynomials in the
λi’s. 
Remark 4.3.4. In view of Lemma 4.3.2, one might be tempted to try to extend
the version of Lee-Pandharipande reconstruction above to descendants with any
number of insertions and ψ-classes at all points. However, this is not possible,
because an analogue of the fundamental class axiom does not hold for the invariants
In,β (indeed, in general In,β(σ˜1 ∪ ω, σ˜2, . . . , σ˜n−1, ω) 6= 0). This is the reason for
which the “twisting” by ⋆ω is necessary.
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Corollary 4.3.5. The following identity holds between Gromov-Witten invariants
of X//G = Fl(k1, . . . , kr, n) and those of the abelian quotient X//T: for any
d = (d1, . . . , dr) ∈ H2(Fl,Z), any a ≥ 0 and any equivariant cohomology classes
σi, σj on Fl, with lifts γi, γj respectively,
〈τa(σi), σj〉
Fl,S
0,2,d =
∑
d˜7→d
(−1)
∑
(ka−1)da〈τa(γi ∪ ω), γj ∪ ω〉
X//T,S
0,2,d˜
Proof. By Lemmas 4.1.3 and 4.3.1, it suffices to check that
(4.3.4) 〈τa(σi), 1〉
Fl,S
0,2,d =
∑
d˜7→d
(−1)
∑
(ka−1)da〈τa(γi ∪ ω), ω〉
X//T,S
0,2,d˜
.
This is (essentially) proved in [BCK1], [BCK2]. However, since the actual state-
ment is explicitly written (see formula (5) on p. 124 and Remark on p. 125 in
[BCK1]) only for Grassmannians and non-equivariant invariants, we should say a
few words here.
For the general flag manifold, a correspondence between the equivariant “small”
J-functions of Fl and X//T is given by Theorem 1 in [BCK2] (see the next section
below for more about J-functions). Reading the argument on p. 124-125 in [BCK1]
backwards1, the equality (4.3.4) follows from the J-functions correspondence, pro-
vided that for any factorization
ω =
(√
(−1)|Φ+|
|W|
)
(
∏
α∈A
cS1 (Lα)) ∪ (
∏
α∈Φ+\A
cS1 (Lα))
we have
(4.3.5)
(√
(−1)|Φ+|
|W|
)
(
∏
α∈A
cS1 (Lα)) ⋆small (
∏
α∈Φ+\A
cS1 (Lα)) = ω,
where ⋆small is the small equivariant quantum product on X//T, restricted to
H2
S
(X//T,C)W and with the Novikov variables specialized as in (4.1.1). By a
simple degree counting, this last equality is always true when X//G (and hence
X//T, cf. §3.4) is a Fano variety. Indeed, the left-hand side of (4.3.5) is W-anti-
invariant, homogeneous, and of the form
ω + quantum corrections.
However, ω is the unique class of lowest degree in H∗
S
(X//T,C)a, and in the Fano
case the quantum parameters have positive degree. Hence the quantum corrections
must vanish. 
It remains to observe that relation (4.2.5) is a special case of the Corollary to
conclude the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. 
Note that the only instance in this section where we have used that X//G is a
flag manifold was in quoting the small J-function correspondence from [BCK2]. In
other words, we have proved
1The specialization of the ti-variables there corresponds exactly to our specialization (4.1.1)
of the Novikov variables Qi here.
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Theorem 4.3.6. Let X,G,T,S etc. be as in the setting §3.1. Assume that X//G
is Fano of index ≥ 2 and that its equivariant cohomology is generated by divisors
after localization. Then Conjecture 3.7.1 holds if and only if equation (4.3.4) holds,
if and only if the abelian/nonabelian correspondence for small J-functions holds.
A similar statement holds if we only assume that c1(T (X//G)) is nef, by us-
ing Lemma 3.6.1 (ii) in the argument just above equation (4.2.4). However, the
change of coordinates s(t˜) will be nontrivial even for the restriction to subspace
{sr+1 = · · · = sm−1 = 0}, and coincides with the change of coordinates in the
abelian/nonabelian correspondence for small J-functions (see Conjecture 4.3 in
[BCK2]). This is precisely analogous to the mirror theorem [Giv1] for hypersur-
faces in projective space. We leave the precise formulation for the interested reader.
5. The abelian/nonabelian correspondence for J-functions
Our goal in this section is to explain why Conjecture 3.7.1 is equivalent to (an ex-
tension to the big parameter space of) the correspondence between the J-functions
of X//G and X//T proposed in [BCK2], Conjecture 4.3. In particular, by Theo-
rem 4.1.1 and Corollary 5.3.4 below, the correspondence holds for the flag manifolds
Fl(k1, . . . , kr, n).
5.1. Deformed flat coordinates. First we recall the definition of deformed flat
coordinates following Dubrovin [Du1, Du2, Du3]. Let M be a Frobenius manifold
(say, analytic, for simplicity), with Euler vector field. There is a deformed flat
connection ∇z on ΘM given by
∇zξη := ∇ξη − z
−1ξ ⋆ η
(see p. 189 and p. 323 of [Du1] and also [Du3]; however, we follow Givental for
the convention on z). By identifying the cotangent sheaf Ω1M and the tangent sheaf
ΘM via the flat metric, a deformed flat connection is induced on Ω
1
M . A coordinate
system Ji of M is called a deformed flat coordinate system if dJi are horizontal
sections. In other words, Ji form a complete solution space to the second order
linear PDE system
z∂ti∂tjJ =
∑
γ
ckij∂tkJ(5.1.1)
where ti are flat coordinates and c
k
ij are structure constants of multiplications, i.e.,
∂ti ⋆ ∂tj =
∑
k c
k
ij∂tk .
Suppose that the potential function F (defined up to quadratic terms) for the
Frobenius structure is of the form F = Fc + Fq, with Fc a cubic form of the flat
coordinates ti and Fq ∈ C[[q1, ..., qr, tr+1, ..., tR]] such that qi = eti and Fq ≡ 0
modulo the ideal (q1, ..., qr). (cf. 2.1.1)
Consider the normalization condition∑
Ji∂ti ≡ ze
t/z = z∂t0 + t+O(z
−1) (mod(q1, . . . , qr)),
where t =
∑
ti∂ti , the products of vector fields in the exponential are the “cup”
products (determined by Fcl = (1/6)g(t ∪ t, t)) and 1 = ∂t0 . The normalization
uniquely determines deformed flat coordinates once the flat coordinates are chosen
(see Lemma 2.2 of [Du2]). We will call
∑
Ji∂i the J-function if it is normalized as
above.
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5.2. J-functions in quantum cohomology. The J-function plays an important
role in Gromov-Witten Theory. Let Y be a projective algebraic manifold. Then
the J-function JY for the (formal) Frobenius structure defined by the quantum
cohomology of Y can be constructed using descendant Gromov-Witten invariants.
Let {φi} be a homogeneous basis of H
∗(Y ), with Poincare´ dual basis {φi}. Let
t :=
∑
i tiφi. JY coincides with the assignment
(5.2.1) H∗(Y ) ∋ t 7→ z + t+
∑
i
φi〈〈
φi
z − ψ
〉〉 ∈ z + t+H−
cf. [CG, Giv3], where H− =
1
zH
∗(Y ) ⊗C N [Y ][[
1
z ]]. Precisely speaking, JY is an
element in R[[K∨]]((1/z)).
Here we use the double-bracket notation introduced in §2.2, so that
〈〈
φi
z − ψ
〉〉 =
∑
β∈NE1
Qβ
∑
n≥0
1
n!
∫
[M0,n+1(Y,β)]vir
ev∗1(φi)
z − ψ
ev∗2(t) . . . ev
∗
n+1(t)
where ψ = ψ1 and 1/(z − ψ) is formally expanded as a geometric series.
The normalization condition
JY (t, z) ≡ ze
t/z
modulo quantum corrections follows from the well-known result∫
M0,n
ψl11 ...ψ
ln
n = (n− 3)!/l1!...ln! if
∑
li = n− 3.
(Note that in the paper [BCK2] JY (t, z)/z is used for J-function, i.e., a different
normalization.)
5.3. The abelian/nonabelian correspondence. Let X,G,T be as in the set-
ting §3.1. (For simplicity, we do not consider the equivariant theory here; the
interested reader can readily make the necessary modifications to cover this case as
well.) We have theW-induced Frobenius structure over the Novikov ring N(X//G)
constructed in §3.2 - §3.6. We will keep the notations, and make liberal use of all
its properties proved there. Moreover, from now on, we assume that Conjecture
3.7.1 holds for X//G and X//T.
If JX//G =
∑m−1
i=0 Ji,X//G(t0, . . . , tm−1, z)σi is the J function of X//G, as given
by (5.2.1), put
J˜X//G(t, z) :=
m−1∑
i=0
Ji,X//G(t0, . . . , tm−1, z)γi.
(Recall that γi’s are chosen W-invariant lifts of the σi’s.)
Lemma 5.3.1. J˜X//G(t, z) ∪ ω = (z∂ωJX//T )
∣∣
Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ ,N
(ϕ(t), z).
Proof. Both sides satisfy the normalization condition J ≡ zet/z∪ω modulo quantum
corrections. Therefore it suffices to check that {∂ωJi}i forms a deformed flat coordi-
nate system for (N, ◦,ω g, e,E) if Jδ is a deformed flat coordinate for (M,⋆, g, e,E)
such that {Ji|N}i form a coordinate system of N . Indeed, by Conjecture 3.7.1,
which we’re assuming, the Frobenius manifolds P and N are isomorphic via ϕ.
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First, we rewrite the PDE (5.1.1) as
(5.3.1) z∂i∂jJ = (∂i ⋆ ∂j)J.
This is useful in computations.
Next, if ξ and η are ω∇ - horizontal vector fields, then
z∂ξ◦η∂ωJi = ∂(ξ◦η)⋆ωJi
= ∂ξ⋆(η⋆ω)Ji
= z∂ξ∂η⋆ωJi
= z2∂ξ∂η∂ωJi
since ω and η ⋆ ω are ∇-horizontal. 
Remark 5.3.2. Lemma 5.3.1 reveals the relation between t˜ and the s = ϕ(t):
t˜ = s+
∞∑
n=0
(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ
n!
∑
i, 06=β˜ 7→β
γi < γ
i ∪ ω, ω, s, ..., s︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
>0,n+2,β˜,
where {γj ∪ ω} is the basis of H∗(X//T)a dual to {γi ∪ ω}, that is,
∫
X//T γi ∪ ω ∪
γj ∪ ω = δji .
Define, for τ ∈ N ,
I(τ, z) :=
( ∏
α∈Φ+
z∂α)JX//T
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ ,N
(τ, z)
=
∑
β
(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ
∑
β˜ 7→β
∏
α∈Φ+
(
c1(Lα) + z
∫
β˜
c1(Lα)
)
J β˜X//T
∣∣∣
N
(τ, z)
(5.3.2)
where ∂α is the (∇-flat) vector field associated to c1(Lα), the derivative of J is taken
component-wise and J β˜X//T is the coefficient of Q
β˜ in JX//T before specializing the
Novikov variables. The latter equality follows from the divisor axiom.
Theorem 5.3.3. There are unique Ci(t, z) ∈ N(X//G)[z][[t]] such that
I(ϕ(t), z) =
∑
i
Ci(t, z)z∂tiJ˜X//G(t, z) ∪ ω.
Proof. For the proof we use Givental’s description [Giv3] of the rational Gromov-
Witten theory for a projective manifold Y by means of a certain Lagrangian cone
LY with special properties (see Theorem 1 in [Giv3]).
Let s ∈ N . By the very definition
I(s,−z) := ±
( ∏
α∈Φ+
z∂α)JX//T
 |Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ (s,−z) ∈ zL,
where zL := zTpLX//T is the tangent space to the Lagrangian cone at the point
p = JX//T(s).
Let {φµ} be a basis of H
∗(X//T) obtained by adjoining to the basis {γi ∪ ω}
of the W-anti-invariant subspace H∗(X//T)a a basis of (H∗(X//T)a)⊥. Since
{z∂µJX//T(s,−z)} form a basis of zL/z
2L over N(X//T),
I(s, z) =
∑
Cµ(s, z)z∂µJX//T|Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ (s, z)
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for some unique Cµ(s, z) ∈ N(X//T)[z][[s]].
Since I is W-anti-invariant by construction, the terms corresponding to the basis
of (H∗(X//T)a)⊥ must vanish and we obtain
(5.3.3) I(s, z) =
∑
i
Cγi∪ω(s, z)(z∂γi∪ωJX//T)|Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ (s, z).
Now ∂si ⋆ ω = ∂γi∪ω, therefore by equation (5.3.1)
(5.3.4)
∑
i
Cγi∪ω(s, z)(z∂γi∪ωJX//T)|Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ (s, z) =∑
i
Cγi∪ω(s, z)(z∂siz∂ωJX//T)|Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ (s, z).
Finally, Lemma 5.3.1 gives
(5.3.5)
∑
i
Cγi∪ω(s, z)(z∂siz∂ωJX//T)|Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ (s, z) =∑
i
Cγi∪ω(t, z)z∂tiJ˜X//G(t, z) ∪ ω,
where ϕ(t) = s. The Theorem follows from (5.3.3), (5.3.4) and (5.3.5). 
Corollary 5.3.4.
J˜X//G(t, z) ∪ ω = I(t˜, z) +
∑
i
Ci(t˜, z)z∂t˜iI(t˜, z)
for some unique Ci(t˜, z) ∈ N(X//G)[[z, t˜]], where t˜ =
∑
t˜iγi. The expression of
t in terms of t˜ is uniquely determined by the expansion of the right-hand side as
z + t(t˜) +O(z−1) (and coincides with the formula (3.6.2)).
Proof. The theorem above shows that, with the identification of cohomology spaces
H∗(X//T)a with H∗(X//G) by the map σ˜ ∪ ω 7→ σ, the I-function generates the
Lagrangian cone LX//G describing the rational Gromov-Witten theory of X//G
[Giv3]. Since {z∂t˜iI(t˜,−z)} also form a basis of L/zL, where L is the tangent
space of LX//G at the point I(t˜,−z), the Corollary follows.
A constructive argument may also be given, using the “Birkhoff factorization”
method. See [CG], Corollary 5 and the paragraph before it for details. 
Corollary 5.3.4 is a generalization of Conjecture 4.3 in [BCK2] to the “big”
parameter space. The arguments in this section can be reversed to show that the
Corollary implies Conjecture 3.7.1
6. Flag manifolds for other classical types
In this section, we extend the abelian/nonabelian correspondence in the presence
of additional twists by homogeneous vector bundles and apply it to the case of
generalized flag manifolds of Lie groups of types B, C, D.
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6.1. Twisting by bundles. Let S × G act on X as in section 3.1. Let V be a
G-representation space (as in [BCK2]). There are S×G×C∗-actions on X and V
(where C∗ acts trivially onX and homothetically on V), inducing S×C∗-equivariant
vector bundles
VT := X
s(T)×T V , VG := X
s(G)×G V
over nonsingular quotients X//T and X//G, respectively. Put C[λ′] := H∗(BC∗).
There is an S× C∗-equivariant Frobenius structure on
Z ′ := Spf((N(X//T)[λ]⊗CC((
1
λ′
))[[
(
H∗S(X//T)⊗ (N(X//T)[λ]⊗C C((
1
λ′
)))
)∨
]]
defined by the S × C∗-equivariant genus zero Gromov-Witten invariants of X//T
twisted by (the equivariant Euler class of) VT. Here we introduce the extra coeffi-
cient ring C(( 1λ′ )) to invert
cS×C
∗
top (VT) =
rkVT∑
i=0
(λ′)rkVT−icSi (VT).
We list some comments on this Frobenius structure for clarification, and refer the
reader to [CG] for details.
• The twisted metric gVT is given by
gVT(a, b) :=
∫
X//T
a ∪ b ∪ cS×C
∗
top (VT), for a, b ∈ H
∗
S(X//T).
• The twisted product is given by the requirement that
gVT(a ∗VT b, c) = 〈〈a, b, c〉〉VT
:=
∑
β˜∈NE1(X//T)
∑
n
Qβ˜
n!
∫
[M0,n+3(X//T,β˜)]vir
ev∗1(a)ev
∗
2(b)ev
∗
3(c)
ev∗4(t) ... ev
∗
n+3(t) c
S×C∗
vir.top(R
•π∗ev
∗
n+4VT),
where π denotes the projection M0,n+4(X//T, β˜) → M0,n+3(X//T, β˜) of
moduli stacks of stable maps which forgets the last marked point.
• The Euler vector field is EVT = E+ ES + EC∗ − c
S
1 (VT).
• The normalized (S× C∗-equivariant) J-function is
JS×C
∗
VT
: t 7→ z + t+
∑
i
φi〈〈
φi
z − ψ
〉〉VT ,
where {φi} and {φ
i} are dual bases with respect to the twisted metric gVT .
Similarly, we construct an S×C∗-equivariant Frobenius structure on the formal
scheme P ′ associated to H∗
S
(X//G) ⊗ (N(X//G)[λ] ⊗ C(( 1λ′ ))) using genus zero
S× C∗-equivariant Gromov-Witten invariants on X//G twisted by VG.
Now, as in section 3.2, we can further twist the Frobenius structure on Z ′ by ω :=√
1
|W|
∏
α∈Φ c
S
1 (Lα) in order to induce an S × C
∗-equivariant Frobenius structure
on the formal scheme N ′ over N(X//G)[λ]⊗C C((
1
λ′ )) obtained as in loc. cit. by
fixing a lift of H∗
S
(X//G) to H∗
S
(X//T)W.
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Conjecture 6.1.1. Let ϕ : P ′ → N ′ be the isomorphisms of formal schemes over
N(X//G)[λ]⊗C C((
1
λ′ )) defined by ϕ
∗(si) = ti. Then ϕ induces an isomorphism of
formal S× C∗-equivariant Frobenius structures.
Theorem 6.1.2. Conjecture 3.7.1 implies Conjecture 6.1.1, and furthermore,
J˜S×C
∗
VG
(t, z) ∪ ω = z∂ωJ
S×C∗
VT
|Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ ,N ′(ϕ(t), z).
Proof. It is enough to show the equality of J-functions above, since it implies that
ϕ preserves the product structures.
Abusing notation, for γ ∈ H∗
S×C∗(X//T)
a, σ ∈ H∗
S×C∗(X//G), denote σ by
γ
ω if σ˜ ∪ ω = γ. We also denote by L
S
X//G, L
S×C∗
X//G, and L
S×C∗
VG
the Lagrangian
cones given respectively by the S-equivariant, S×C∗-equivariant, and VG-twisted,
S× C∗-equivariant rational GW invariants of X//G.
By (the S-equivariant version of) Lemma 5.3.1
z∂ωJ
S
X//T|Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β˜)Qβ ,N ′(−z)
ω
∈ LSX//G.
Hence
∆VG
z∂ωJ
S
X//T|Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β˜)Qβ ,N ′(−z)
ω
∈ ∆VGL
S×C∗
X//G = L
S×C∗
VG
by Corollary 4 in [CG], where
∆VG =
∏
ρi: Chern roots of VG
bρi(λ
′, z),
bρ(λ
′, z) = exp
(
(λ′ + ρ) ln(λ′ + ρ)− (λ′ + ρ)
z
+
∑
m>0
B2m
2m(2m− 1)
(
z
λ′ + ρ
)2m−1
)
(and B2m are the Bernoulli numbers). Since
∆VG
z∂ωJ
S
X//T|Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ ,N ′
ω
=
z∂ω∆˜VGJ
S
X//T |Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ ,N ′
ω
and
∆˜VG = ∆VT (mod ker(∪ω))
we conclude that
(6.1.1)
z∂ωJ
S×C∗
VT
|Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ ,N ′(−z)
ω
∈ LS×C
∗
VG
.
Since the J-function JVG(−z) is uniquely characterized by the intersection of
the Lagrangian cone LVG with the subspace −z + zH− as in [Giv3], it follows that
(6.1.1) is the J-function for P ′. That is,
JS×C
∗
VG
(t, z) =
z∂ωJ
S×C∗
VT
|Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ ,N ′
ω
(τ(t), z)
for some unique τ(t). As in Corollary 5.3.4, the relation between τ and t is given
by the expansion of the right-hand side with respect to z.
We have
gVG(∂ti , ∂tj ) + o(z) = gVG(∂tiJVG , ∂tjJVG)
= gVT(z∂ti∂ωJVT , z∂ti∂ωJVT)
= gVT(∂ηi⋆VTω, ∂ηj⋆VTω) + o(z)
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where ηi := ∂ti(τ). We conclude that ηi ⋆VT ω = γi ∪ ω, hence τ(t) coincides with
the map ϕ. 
Remark 6.1.3. If VG and VT are generated by S-equivariant global sections, then
JSVG and J
S
VT
are well-defined without the auxiliary variable λ′ (see [CG]) and hence
the equality of J-functions in Theorem 6.1.2 also holds without λ′.
6.2. A simple Lemma. Let X be a nonsingular projective variety with an S-
action whose fixed points are isolated, and let Y be a connected component of the
nonsingular zero locus of a regular S-equivariant section of a S-equivariant bundle
E. Suppose that E is generated by S-equivariant global sections. Let i denote the
inclusion of Y in X .
Lemma 6.2.1. If i∗(t˜) = t, then JSY (t, z)|Qd=Qi∗d = i
∗JSE(t˜, z) where |Qd=Qi∗d
denotes the Novikov ring base change given by the pushforward i∗ : NE1(Y ) →
NE1(X).
Proof. For each fixed point pi of X under the S-action, choose a nonzero class
δi in H
∗
S
(X) ⊗ C(λ) supported near pi, and let {δj} be the dual basis, that is,∫
cStop(E)∩[X]
δi ∪ δj = δij . Note that for nonzero β ∈ NE1(X),
i∗JS,βE (t˜, z) =
∑
k : pk∈XS
i∗δk
n!
∫
cStop(π∗ev
∗
n+2E)∩[M0,n+1(X,β)]
vir
δk
z − ψ
n∏
i=1
ev∗1+i(t˜)
=
∑
k : pk∈Y S
i∗δk
n!
∑
d∈NE1(Y ) : i∗d=β
∫
[M0,n+1(Y,d)]vir
i∗δk
z − ψ
n∏
i=1
ev∗1+i(t),
where the latter equality follows from [KKP]. Note that i∗JS,βE (t˜) = 0 if there is no
d ∈ NE1(Y ) such that i∗d = β. Since {i
∗δk} and {i
∗δk} form a dual pair of bases
in H∗
S
(Y )⊗C(λ) with respect to the equivariant Poincare´ pairing, we are done. 
Remark 6.2.2. The above Lemma is true for the nonequivariant J-functions as well,
since both sides of the identity can be specialized to λ = 0.
6.3. J-functions of flag manifolds of classical type. Let Y be a generalized
flag manifold K/P , with K a simple complex Lie group of type B, C, or D and
P a parabolic subgroup. It can be viewed as a connected component of the zero
locus of a canonical section of a homogeneous bundle VG over an appropriate type
A partial flag manifold X//G = Fl(k1, ..., kr, n). Here
V =
{
S2(V ∗) for types B, D∧2
V ∗ for type C
,
where V is the fundamental representation space of GLkr(C). Note that VT is
decomposable into a direct sum of line bundles (since T-representations are com-
pletely reducible).
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Let i : Y ⊂ X//G be the natural inclusion and put
IVG :=
1
ω
( ∏
α∈Φ+
z∂α)IVT
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ ,N ′
,
IVT :=
∑
β˜∈NE1(X//T)
∫
β˜
ρi∏
k=1
∏
ρi: Chern roots of VT
(ρi + kz)J
β˜
X//T.
Note that IVT is a H
∗(X//T) - valued series and IVG is a H
∗(X//G) - valued
series.
Let S be a maximal abelian subgroup of the simple complex Lie group K. It
acts on the flag manifold Fl(k1, ..., kr, n) with isolated fixed points and Y is an
S-invariant submanifold. Since bundles VG and VT are generated by S-equivariant
global sections and i∗ : H∗
S
(X//G)→ H∗
S
(Y ) (as well as i∗ : H∗(X//G)→ H∗(Y ))
is surjective, we obtain the following
Corollary 6.3.1. Fix a subspace NY of H
∗(X//T)W which is a lift of H∗(Y ) under
the composite surjection i∗ ◦ (π∗)−1 ◦ j∗. The J-function of Y can be expressed as
JY (t, z)|Qd=Qi∗d = IVG(τ, z) +
∑
k
Ck(τ, z)i∗(
z∂t˜kIVG(τ, z)
ω
)
for some unique Ck(τ, z) ∈ N(X//G)[[z, τ ]], where t˜k are coordinates of NY .
Proof. Due to Remark 6.2.2, JY = i
∗JVG . Moreover, by Remark 6.1.3,
JVG =
z∂ω
ω
JVT |Qβ˜=(−1)ǫ(β)Qβ ,N ′ .
Now apply the quantum Lefschetz Theorem of Coates and Givental [CG] and use
a similar argument to the one in the proof of Theorem 5.3.3 to conclude that
i∗(
IVG (−z)
ω ) generates the Lagrangian cone LY . 
Remark 6.3.2. This in particular reproves the result on small J-function of flag
manifolds of types B, C, D in [BCK2]. No coordinate change is necessary for the
explicit description of this small J |tsmall .
7. Appendix: Multi-point GW-invariants of Grassmannians
Recall from §4.3 the notation
In,β(γ1, . . . , γn) = (−1)
ǫ(β)
∑
β˜ 7→β
〈γ1, . . . , γn〉
X//T
0,n,β˜
.
Theorem 4.1.1, together with equation (3.5.3) (or, better, the equation (4.2.3)),
imply that Gromov-Witten invariants of a flag manifold can be written in terms of
invariants of the corresponding toric variety X//T by a formula of the form
〈σi1 , . . . , σin〉
X//G
0,n,β = In,β(σ˜i1 , . . . σ˜in−2 , σ˜in−1 ∪ ω, σ˜in ∪ ω) + correction
where “correction” is an expression involving invariants In′,β′(..., σ˜a ∪ ω, σ˜b ∪ ω)
with n′ ≤ n and β′ ≤ β. Without going into too many details, this can be seen
as follows. Using the double bracket notation for derivatives of Gromov-Witten
potentials mentioned in §2.1, one writes (4.2.3) as
〈〈σi, σj〉〉X//G(s) = 〈〈σ˜i, σ˜j〉〉X//T(t˜(s)),
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with t˜(s) the inverse of the change of variables (3.6.2). This is an equality of power
series in s-variables, and the formula for GW-invariants is obtained by identifying
the coefficients of monomials in the sj ’s. The coefficient of an s-monomial in the
power series t˜k(s) can be explicitly expressed using the Lagrange Inversion Formula
(see [GJ], Theorem 1.2.9) in terms of the coefficients of t˜-monomials of lower total
degree in the power series s(t˜) from (3.6.2).
The above discussion shows that the correction term will in general be quite
complicated. Moreover, while it is possible in principle to give an exact expression,
this will require the use of Lagrange inversion for computing the inverse t˜(s) of the
coordinate change (3.6.2), or, equivalently, the inverse (expressed in s-variables) of
the matrix of quantum multiplication with ω on a lift of H∗(X//G).
However, since flag manifolds are Fano of index ≥ 2, a different approach that
uses Lemma 3.6.1(i) will allow us to reduce to computing only the inverse of the
matrix of small quantum multiplication with ω. In the case of Grassmannians,
when the associated abelian quotient is a product of projective spaces, it is an easy
observation that the small quantum product with ω is trivial ([BCK1], Lemma 2.4),
hence no matrix inversion is necessary. We present the derivation of closed formulae
for Grassmannians in this appendix.
Let Gr := Grass(k, n) be the Grassmannian of k-planes in n-space, thought of
as the GIT quotient Hom(Ck,Cn)//GLk(C). The abelian quotient is P := (Pn−1)k.
We consider the usual Schubert basis {σλ} of H
∗(Gr,C), indexed by partitions λ
whose Young diagrams fit in a k× (n− k) rectangle. We denote by P(k, n) the set
of all such partitions. The intersection form in this basis is given by∫
Gr
σλ ∪ σµ = δµλ∨ ,
where λ∨ the complementary partition to λ in the k × (n − k) rectangle. The
Grassmannian has Picard number 1, so the Novikov ring is C[[Q]]. On the other
hand, the Picard group of P is isomorphic to Zk and is generated by H1, . . . , Hk,
with Hj the pull-back of the hyperplane class on the j
th factor. The Novikov ring of
P is C[[Q1, . . . , Qk]], and the specialization of Novikov variables is Qi = (−1)k−1Q.
In this case we also have a “canonical” lifting of a class on Gr to a W-invariant
class on P by taking
σ˜λ = Sλ(H1, . . . , Hk),
with Sλ the Schur polynomial of the partition λ. A curve class d˜ = (d1, . . . , dk) on
P is a lift of the curve class d on Gr if and only if
∑k
i=1 di = d. Finally, we have
ω =
√
(−1)(
k
2)
k!
∏
i<j
(Hi −Hj).
Let λ1, . . . , λl be (not necessarily distinct) partitions. The generating function
for the l-point invariants of Gr with σλi ’s as insertions is
〈〈σλ1 , . . . , σλl〉〉Gr|tsmall =
∑
d≥0
qd〈σλ1 , . . . , σλl〉
Gr
0,l,d,
where qd = (Qetsmall)d. We start with three-point invariants. Let ξλ be the hor-
izontal vector field (for the connection ω∇) in ΘN corresponding to σλ via the
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isomorphism ϕ of Frobenius manifolds in Theorem 4.1.1. We have (cf. (3.5.3))
〈〈σλ, σµ, σν〉〉Gr(t) = ξλ(ξµ(ξν(F
′)))(ϕ(t))
= 〈〈ξˆλ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉P|Qi=(−1)k−1Q,N (ϕ(t))
where ξˆλ is an extension of ξλ to a vector field on M . To unburden the notation,
this extension of vector fields will be understood when necessary, and the same
letter will be used for a vector field in ΘN , or its extension to ΘM . Moreover,
the specialization of Novikov variables and the restriction to N will be denoted by
〈〈. . . 〉〉¯. Hence we rewrite the last equation as
(7.0.1) 〈〈σλ, σµ, σν〉〉Gr(t) = 〈〈ξλ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P(ϕ(t)).
By Lemma 3.6.1 (i) we get
〈〈σλ, σµ, σν〉〉Gr(t)|tsmall = 〈〈ξλ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P
∣∣
t˜small
.
From the relation ξλ ⋆ω = σ˜λ∪ω, and the fact that σ˜λ ⋆ω|t˜small = σ˜λ∪ω, we obtain
(7.0.2) ξλ|t˜small = σ˜λ.
It follows that
〈σλ, σµ, σν〉
Gr
0,3,d = I
P
3,d(σ˜λ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω)
= (−1)(k−1)d
∑
d1+···+dk=d
〈σ˜λ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉
P
0,3,(d1,...,dk)
,
an equation which was proved in [BCK1].
To obtain 4-point invariants we take the derivative of the relation (7.0.1) and
get
(7.0.3) 〈〈σπ , σλ, σµ, σν〉〉Gr(t) = ξπ(〈〈ξλ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P(ϕ(t)))
= 〈〈ξπ , ξλ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P(ϕ(t)) + 〈〈∇ξπξλ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P(ϕ(t)),
where ∇ = ∇P is the connection on M . Since
0 = ω∇ξπξλ ⋆ω = ∇ξπ(ξλ ⋆ω) = (∇ξπξλ)⋆ω+
∑
a∈P(k,n)
〈〈ξπ , ξλ, ω, σ˜a∪ω〉〉
¯
P(σ˜a∨ ∪ω),
it follows that
(7.0.4) ∇ξπξλ = −
∑
a∈P(k,n)
〈〈ξπ , ξλ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω〉〉
¯
Pξa∨ .
Combining with (7.0.3) we find
(7.0.5) 〈〈σπ , σλ, σµ, σν〉〉Gr(t) = 〈〈ξπ , ξλ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P(ϕ(t))
−
∑
a∈P(k,n)
〈〈ξπ , ξλ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P〈〈ξa∨ , σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P(ϕ(t)).
Now we restrict to tsmall, using (7.0.2), to get
〈σπ, σλ, σµ, σν〉
Gr
0,4,d = I
P
4,d(σ˜π , σ˜λ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω)
−
∑
a∈P(k,n)
∑
e+f=d
IP4,e(σ˜π , σ˜λ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω)I
P
3,f (σ˜a∨ , σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω).
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The following remark is in order: while the left-hand side of the last formula is
manifestly invariant under permutations of the indices π, λ, µ, and ν, it is not at all
obvious that the right-hand side has this property. The invariance can, however,
be checked directly using the splitting axiom for Gromov-Witten invariants, the
vanishing result in Lemma 4.3.2, and the triviality of the small quantum product
with ω.
Taking another derivative in (7.0.5) we get
〈〈σρ,σπ , σλ, σµ, σν〉〉Gr(t) = 〈〈ξρ, ξπ, ξλ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P(ϕ(t))
+〈〈∇ξρξπ, ξλ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P(ϕ(t)) + 〈〈ξπ ,∇ξρξλ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P(ϕ(t))
−
∑
a
(
〈〈ξρ, ξπ , ξλ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P〈〈ξa∨ , σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P+
〈〈∇ξρξπ, ξλ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P〈〈ξa∨ , σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P+
〈〈ξπ ,∇ξρξλ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P〈〈ξa∨ , σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P+
〈〈ξπ , ξλ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P〈〈ξρ, ξa∨ , σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P+
〈〈ξπ , ξλ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P〈〈∇ξρξa∨ , σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω〉〉
¯
P
)
(ϕ(t)).
As above, we use (7.0.4) to replace the ∇ξ•ξ• insertions, then restrict to tsmall and
obtain the following formula for 5-point invariants:
〈σρ, σπ, σλ, σµ, σν〉
Gr
0,5,d = I
P
5,d(σ˜ρ, σ˜π , σ˜λ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω)
−
∑
a
∑
e+f=d
(
IP5,e(σ˜ρ, σ˜π, σ˜λ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω)I
P
3,f (σ˜a∨ , σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω)
+ IP4,e(σ˜ρ, σ˜π, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω)I
P
4,f (σ˜a∨ , σ˜λ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω)
+ IP4,e(σ˜ρ, σ˜λ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω)I
P
4,f (σ˜a∨ , σ˜π, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω)
+ IP4,e(σ˜π , σ˜λ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω)I
P
4,f (σ˜a∨ , σ˜ρ, σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω)
)
+
∑
a,b
∑
e+f+h=d
(
IP4,e(σ˜ρ, σ˜π , ω, σ˜b ∪ω)I
P
4,f (σ˜b∨ , σ˜λ, ω, σ˜a ∪ω)I
P
3,h(σ˜a∨ , σ˜µ ∪ω, σ˜ν ∪ω)
+ IP4,e(σ˜ρ, σ˜λ, ω, σ˜b ∪ ω)I
P
4,f (σ˜b∨ , σ˜π, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω)I
P
3,h(σ˜a∨ , σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω)
+ IP4,e(σ˜π, σ˜λ, ω, σ˜b ∪ ω)I
P
4,f (σ˜b∨ , σ˜ρ, ω, σ˜a ∪ ω)I
P
3,h(σ˜a∨ , σ˜µ ∪ ω, σ˜ν ∪ ω)
)
It is now clear how to proceed to obtain and prove by induction a formula for
Gromov-Witten invariants with an arbitrary number of insertions. We leave this
to the reader.
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